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Elizabeth H. Riorden

Conservation and Presentation of the Site 
of Troy, 1988–2008

Abstract

From the beginning the Troia-Projekt was set up to integrate archaeology and conservation efforts. This trend-
setting intention was carried through with conviction, although the team did encounter a »learning curve« in the
first years. Quite quickly, however, the team established its rules and methods based on international consensus
and »current best practice« but with a keen eye to the particular problems of a very complicated site. This article
gives the background to site treatment at Troy and then presents the intervention program in thematic sections,
with the hope that it will prove useful for those responsible for site conservation and presentation at other places.

Zusammenfassung

Von Anfang an strebte das Troia-Projekt eine enge Verbindung von Archäologie, Restaurierung und Erhaltung
der Ruine an. Diese richtungsweisende Absicht wurde konsequent umgesetzt. Das Team musste in den ersten Jah-
ren eine – allerdings sehr kurze – Lernphase durchmachen, indem es Verfahren und Methoden entwickelte, die
auf internationalem Konsens und geläufigen Standards basierten; natürlich unter Berücksichtigung der speziel-
len Probleme einer sehr komplizierten Ruinenstätte. Dieser Beitrag bietet Hintergrundinformationen zu den
Maßnahmen in Troia und präsentiert danach das Interventionsprogramm in thematischer Gliederung. Dies
kann für diejenigen, die an anderen Fundstellen die Verantwortung in den Bereichen Restaurierung, Erhaltung
und Präsentation tragen, nützlich sein.

Introduction

Archaeologists concern themselves a priori with the past. In addition they have hefty present
and future concerns, which include publication, staffing, funding, research planning and public
relations. This leaves little time for other concerns such as a site’s present condition or a vision for
the future. The contemporary excavation project must include certain experts, who can take on
the broader concerns of the present condition of the archaeological site, as well as its extended
future situation: the site conservation and presentation team.1 From the point of view of the site

1 The author is one member of a large group of people who assisted with the conservation and presentation of the
site of Troy. In fact, because this has been an integrated project, every member of the entire project contributed to the
stewardship of the site; however, there are a few individuals who merit special recognition and thanks for their dedi-
cation to this aspect of the project over many years: Patricia Baum, Sadun Doğrayan, Michaela Rezner-Yaşar and Mu-
rat Yaşar. With the team for a shorter time, but nonetheless making a significant contribution were Azer Arazlı, Ahmet
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Conservation and Presentation of the Site of Troy, 1988–2008

conservator, Troy is an enormous challenge with few comparanda of similar complexity. Unlike
many other sites, Troy involves several contrasting periods of significance, each with notable fea-
tures requiring stabilization and presentation. The building techniques over nearly four millen-
nia of occupation at Troy differ significantly, necessitating a wide range of remedies. Excavations
in discontinuous campaigns over the last 140 years have left a site which resembles a neglected
layer cake attacked by ants; it is extremely difficult for most visitors to comprehend this three-di-
mensional puzzle without additional information and visual aids.

Despite this enormous challenge, the Troia-Projekt as directed by Manfred O. Korfmann took
on from the beginning a notion of integrated archaeology and conservation. This intention on the
part of permit-holder and Director Korfmann was a matter of public record in 1991 with the
publication of the first volume of Studia Troica.2 By contrast, in the late 1980s many other exca-
vation leaders would have taken a compartmentalized approach, or worse ignored the conser-
vation responsibility altogether. Evidence for the slow emergence of the idea to integrate the ar-
chaeological and conservation activities of a project comes from the Fifth World Archaeology
Congress in Washington, D. C., in 2003 which took on the topic, with urgent pleas for greater en-
gagement.3 One presenter stated in his abstract that archaeologists »gain a better ›archaeologi-
cal‹ understanding of their universe if they act as conservators; conversely, conservators will be
even better at their work if they gain a sensitivity for stratigraphy.«4 Korfmann was more than a
decade ahead of the trend, and Troia-Projekt can stand as a case study for the integrated approach.

According to Korfmann in 1991, the conservation concept at the beginning, systematic in
the face of what must have seemed a daunting task, was simply to begin with the oldest remains
at the center of the citadel and then move out from there. At that time the advice and help of two
experts from the Landesdenkmalamt Baden-Württemberg at Stuttgart, Meinrad N. Filgis and
Wolfgang Mayer, was actively pursued. The two conservators then published their analysis and
practical suggestions for Troy in 1992.5 This established the pattern of both reporting on con-
servation efforts and establishing conservation agendas. Korfmann would include a summary of
the site conservation and display work accomplished each season in his annual report in Studia
Troica; from time to time in the same publication special studies and position papers would also
appear.6 This approach was thorough and easy to understand; however, it is less helpful for con-
servators doing current research on precedent in practice, because what was done each season

429

Demirtaş and Craig Jolly. The work of the conservation team depended on an equally dedicated team of local stone-
masons, carpenters and workmen, for whom there is profound gratitude. Thanks go to Meinrad Filgis, Wolfgang Mayer
and Friedmund Hueber for their initial visions for the site treatment, advice and leadership. Friedmund Hueber in par-
ticular was instrumental in organizing and supporting the creation of the Troia team of young project managers, including
the author. Manfred Klinkott, Rüstem Aslan and Peter Jablonka are thanked for their mentoring and enthusiastic inte-
rest and concern with the activities of the team. Finally, none of this would have been possible without the leadership
and passionate involvement of both Manfred O. Korfmann and Ch. Brian Rose, and, since 2006, Ernst Pernicka. To them
we cede the obligation to thank all the many donors, government officials at all levels and »Friends of Troia« for their
essential support of the stewardship of this World Heritage Monument, Troy.
2 Korfmann 1991, 5.
3 Fagan 2006, 7.
4 Buccellati 2006, 73.
5 Filgis – Mayer 1992.
6 For example Hueber 1994 and Hueber – Riorden 1994.
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was not presented thematically, but instead was a random list (random in the sense of having its
own internal prioritization) arranged in a spatial/temporal system that facilitates data retrieval,
not thematic investigation.

The field of archaeological site conservation does not have a long literature list. What litera-
ture there is tends to be either highly technical or highly theoretical. The reporting of what hap-
pens when theory and practice are joined in the archaeological context is hard to find. A the-
matically organized report of twenty years of work at Troy would be a positive addition for those
working hard to solve conservation and display problems at other sites. As a result, this final
essay will be presented thematically, according to the type of problem encountered and the gen-
eral approach taken in the solution. Specific technical details and recipes are included in the Ap-
pendices. The comprehensive historical data recorded in the annual preliminary reports is con-
tained in four tables:

• Table 1 shows what was done year-by-year; 
• Table 2 is the same database, simply arranged by the period of monument treated; 
• Table 3 is likewise a data sort of the same base, this time arranged by type of problem en-

countered;
• Table 4 is sorted by area.

The conservation journals, photos and drawings are archived in the Troia-Projekt of the Institut
für Ur- und Frühgeschichte und Archäologie des Mittelalters of the University of Tübingen.

Visitor/Ruin Interactions in 1988

We begin with the condition of the site in 1988, the year that excavations began under Manfred
O. Korfmann after a 50 year hiatus. The previous excavators since Heinrich Schliemann had paid
little attention to conservation issues, if one goes by their publications. Wilhelm Dörpfeld had lit-
tle time (1893–94) in which to complete his research and documentation, and so perhaps he can
be forgiven for ignoring site presentation and conservation issues. Otherwise it is somewhat sur-
prising because his management of the trees at Olympia is famous, and there is evidence of his
ideas for Pergamon as well.7 There is the possibility that he thought about it, but did not go ›on
record‹ with his ideas. When Carl W. Blegen began his work at Troy in 1932 he invited Dörpfeld
to join him (Blegen was indebted to him and the German Archaeological Institute for allowing
the permit to migrate to the University of Cincinnati, where Blegen was a professor) and the eld-
erly Dörpfeld did join the Cincinnatians for nearly every one of their seven seasons. This gave
Dörpfeld a chance to engage in some site presentation issues, which one might suppose had pre-
occupied him over the years: in 1933 Blegen mentions that in addition to continuing to remove
some of the vegetation covering the site, visitor paths in the citadel area were laid out under the

Elizabeth H. Riorden430

7 Bachmann 2008, 347–349.
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Conservation and Presentation of the Site of Troy, 1988–2008

supervision of Dörpfeld.8 As for Blegen himself, when he published his first preliminary report,
he presented two main goals of his new campaign, neither of which involved site display or con-
servation.9 In the same publication, he mentioned the removal of vegetation, and »some work of
repair and conservation was also begun in a few places where the walls are threatening col-
lapse.«10 He gave no specifics as to which walls were repaired, and indeed, in the next years‹ re-
ports, seldom if ever mentioned conservation efforts. The only major effort made during the Ble-
gen years to improve the legibility of the site involved the removal and systematic excavation of
material blocking the view of the Troy VI fortifications at the South Gate, the East Tower, East
Gate and Section 3 (Blegen system) of the citadel circuit wall.11 This was a huge effort which did
make one of the major features of Troy duly impressive and visible to every visitor, although it
could be argued that it also privileged the Late Bronze Age at Troy at the expense of other peri-
ods. Nonetheless, we can be grateful to Blegen that he accomplished this work (under current eth-
ical standards for both archaeology and conservation it is unlikely that this could have been done
during the Korfmann years, had the resources even been available); Blegen himself appears to
have been quite proud of his exhumation of the great fortifications, stating »we feel that some-
thing worth while [sic] has been done to make the site more presentable and more easily com-
prehensible to those who come to see it.«12 In his final preliminary report, Blegen mentioned
that an »overview terrace« was created to the east of the great wall to afford visitors a panorama
of the Troy VI remains.13 But judging from the almost complete neglect of the topic in the final
publications on Troy, Blegen did not think site conservation was important enough to be in-
cluded in a big field project. Only in the volume on Troy VI did he briefly mention the project to
improve the display of the fortification walls.14

The legacy of the Blegen years was thus one of the existing conditions at Troy in 1988. The
trees, weeds and bushes had once again taken over and had to be cut back, especially to allow aer-
ial and other photographic documentation of existing conditions, according to Korfmann.15

Tourists had been following the path laid out in 1933 for over 50 years, and in most places this
continued to be viable. In some areas the foot traffic created a hard-packed surface, mostly im-
permeable to rain and thus causing minor flash-flooding and erosion. The most serious problem
occurred at the great Ramp at Gate FM of Troy II where the tourists actually walked across the
paving stones of the Ramp as they negotiated the way from the southern end of the so-called
Schliemann Trench (north section) to the hillock containing the remains of Megaron VIA with
Troy VII house walls on top (Fig. 1).

431

8 Blegen 1934a, 247.
9 Blegen 1932, 432–433.
10 Blegen 1932, 451.
11 Blegen 1935a, 25–26; Blegen 1935b, 574; Blegen 1937b, 583–585; Blegen 1939, 207.
12 Blegen 1937b, 585.
13 Blegen 1939, 207.
14 Blegen et al. 1953, 88–89.
15 Korfmann 1991, 5.
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Giving the tourists an alternate route and then stabilizing the Ramp was an urgent priority. Of
lesser urgency but nonetheless important was the visual confusion created by the stone steps
placed at many points in the citadel as the visitor path negotiated the many level changes in the
resultant topography. Basically, Troy has too many walls piled up on each other for easy com-
prehension. It became clear to the site conservation team, after several years, that interventions
intended to control erosion, negotiate level changes and direct the path of visitors should not be
made of exposed masonry, as it added to the visual chaos of the site.

The solution to several of these issues was to create a wooden walkway with all the bridges,
steps and handrails needed to carry visitors around the site. There were several sites in Greece
which had taken this approach (Poliochni on Lemnos) or were in the process of building such
infrastructure during the 1990s (Knossos on Crete). Troy is larger than Poliochni, so replacing
all of the paths at one time was not feasible. Instead the process was phased-in with the most ur-
gent spots addressed first. The wooden walkway is a constant maintenance concern, but that neg-
ative is balanced by the number of problems which are solved. For example, the hard-packed
areas soften and grass grows again in the margins of the path, thus absorbing rainfall and ame-
liorating erosion. Over the years, since 1992 when the first section of the path was built, the
Dörpfeld-Blegen path has gradually been replaced (although as of 2008 a few sections still re-
mained), with a few minor modifications (for example the elimination of the badly eroded 1933
stepped ramp, in area B6 to the northeast of Megaron VIA, by replacement with a stair) and ad-
ditions (the circuit around the protective roof in area G6) to the route.

Elizabeth H. Riorden432

Fig. 1
The condition of the
Troy II Ramp at Gate
FM in 1992, before 

stabilization.
BW 92/101–10
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Conservation and Presentation of the Site of Troy, 1988–2008

The first section of the path, a bridge in the area D6/7, removed the foot traffic from the Troy II
Ramp in 1992; as soon as it was finished, work began on the stabilization of the Ramp (more on
this under Sections 3 and 4 following). Detailed documentation of the Ramp at a scale of 1:20 had
been completed in 1990 and 1991 by a very patient Azer Arazlı, who endured the constant pas-
sage at her elbow of curious tourists while doing her meticulous drawing. The lower part of the
Ramp disappeared under the profile, representing the entire stratigraphy of Troy VII down to
Troy II. At this bottleneck for the tourist traffic it was necessary to build a masonry retaining
wall to hold back the fill that carried the path. Before constructing this causeway-like element in
1993, sub-surface drainage was installed to prevent pools of water collecting at the bottom of the
Ramp. As will be noted below in this section, this was not the only place at Troy where drainage
was a major issue. Also in 1993 a stair was added to connect the »causeway« described immedi-
ately above with the Troy VII levels atop the hillock. Once this stair was in place the eroded
stepped ramp in area B6 became redundant and a treatment of the slope along with Megaron VIA
could be studied (more on this in Section 4 following). Finally, in 1996 the time had come to deal
with the visual confusion of the masonry »causeway.« The solution was to extend the wooden
pathway with a great cantilever over the stone element; this design (concept – including rope
fence – by the author, development and construction supervision by Craig Jolly) simultaneously
solved two problems. First, the confusing stone retaining wall »disappeared« under the can-
tilevered platform; second, the widening allowed a convenient place to view and photograph the
Ramp, or for groups of visitors to cluster for a short narration about the Ramp (Fig. 2).

As mentioned in the background to this Section, Blegen did a great service for Troy by un-
covering the whole length of the eastern section of the Troy VI fortification wall and Tower VIh.
This feature remains one of the most impressive sights at Troy. But there was a drainage problem
thus created of which Blegen was apparently oblivious. The path running immediately to the east

of the Troy VI wall in K6/7 is
at the Troy VI main horizon
level, which is between one
and two meters above bedrock
(the Late Bronze Age engi-
neers at Troy always extended
the footings of their massive
wall to near 10 cm of the bed -
rock). However, unlike in the
time that horizon was origi-
nally used, there were now in
all directions more or less im-
permeable accretions of sev-
eral thousands of years. Win-
ter rainwater pooling at this
low point had nowhere to go,
once the soil above bedrock
was saturated. The lake that

433

Fig. 2 
The Troy II Ramp during
conservation work 
in 1992.
BW 92/101–7
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existed until it evaporated in late Spring caused two serious problems. First, the tourists got their
feet wet unless the site caretakers laid out stepping stones for them. Second, and more serious,
the Troy IX walls immediately to the east – massive exposed foundations of local marly sand-
stone – soaked up water like a sponge, via capillary action. The eventual evaporation caused
alarming surface spalling. The solution to the problem was the construction of sub-surface
drainage leading to a dry well, which was placed in a pit excavated and then refilled by Blegen,
for scientific reasons, in the 1930s. This work was done in 1995 and the site caretakers report
that the lake no longer forms in K6/7 each winter.

Infrastructure for Site Care and Maintenance

In the beginning of the Korfmann campaign, when it was recognized that a certain amount of en-
ergy and resources would be dedicated to conservation issues, a commitment was made to en-
sure appropriate facilities for these activities. An area of the site was dedicated to the creation of
the so-called Bauhof. The most unusual feature of the Bauhof is a lime pit. The lime is an essen-
tial ingredient of the mortars we use at Troy in conservation work. Other staging areas and stor-
age bins in the Bauhof likewise support the mixing of mortars. The Bauhof also accommodates
storage areas for equipment, tools, and materials as well as a shaded conference area, and a pre-
fab trailer which is overflow housing for the project. Much of this was arranged by Friedmund
Hueber, who also planted trees (Aleppo Pine, Pinus halepensis) around the Bauhof in 1992. These
aromatic pines grow very quickly and now provide a good deal of shade in the area.

Many of the conservation activities in the center of the ruin, including ongoing maintenance,
require supplies of water and electricity. Water is needed for mixing mortars and curing mortared
masonry; electricity is needed for running certain power tools. Bringing generators out to sen-
sitive tourist areas is not always an option, as they are noisy and unsightly. Therefore, in order to
run utilities out to a few key points in the site, trenches were dug under archaeological supervi-
sion in 1995, and the lines installed. A plan showing these utility lines in the citadel is found in
the Appendices.

Fabric Stabilization

In laying out their recommendations for the conservation and presentation of the ruins of Troy,
Filgis, Mayer and Hueber all refer to the Venice Charter of 1964,16 an international consensus on
the handling of archaeological sites. Though now more than 40 years old, the Charter retains va-
lidity as a document to establish »current best practice« in the discipline. In essence the Charter
calls for a scientific approach to conservation, which would include proper documentation be-
fore and after intervention, research to determine the most accurate interpretation, implied re-

Elizabeth H. Riorden434

16 ICOMOS 1964.
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Conservation and Presentation of the Site of Troy, 1988–2008

movability of any intervention, and a broader consideration of what constitutes a »period of sig-
nificance.« Another principle addressed by the Venice Charter (Article 12) is that of stabilizing
infill being clearly distinguishable from original materials, yet visually harmonious. More sub-
stantial additions, however, should be of their own time and only occur when absolutely neces-
sary (a measure of last resort) according to Article 9. The reason for this last principle is clear: so
that there is no confusion about what is original. For those untrained and inexperienced in the
discipline of building and archaeological conservation there is often confusion about these two
important concepts (minor infill versus substantial addition). For those properly trained, how-
ever, the difference is clear and the precedents known and understood. The Venice Charter and
its addenda also call for the professionalization of the discipline, with development of training
programs – the reason is self-evident.

As conservation work at Troy geared up in 1992, finding appropriate methods for infill pro-
cedures in accordance with the »current best practice« became a priority. The team established
the following rules:

• between infill and original material, install a clear signifier for separating the two; this be-
came a mortar joint embedded with fragments of modern terracotta tile – the treatment was
clear at close inspection (a signal to future scientists) yet unobtrusive at the middle-distance
view (Fig. 3);

• all mortar used should be a low-mechanical bond lime mortar: 3 parts sand, 1 part lime (for
removability);

• incaseswhereatopcoatneedsslightlygreaterbonding,1–2 trowelsof localcementareaddedto
each wheelbarrow of mortar, and earth placed on top immediately after troweling on the coat;

• infill pavers or blocks in prehistoric masonry (Troy I–VII) which were not simply uncoursed
rubble or small stone mosaic, should recreate the typical size and shape of the original paver
or block, but also be made up of a mosaic of smaller stones, with mosaic defined as at least
four tesserae or units (Fig. 4);

• infill pavers or blocks in Post-Bronze Age masonry (Troy VIII–IX) would take a similar ap-
proach, except that when appropriate, mosaic stones would be saw-cut to present a smoother
face than the prehistoric fabric – although some Troy VI masonry has an early saw-cut ap-
pearance (for example, at House VIE or the pillar of Pillar House) (Fig. 5);

• use limestone salvaged from properly recorded and dumped archaeological material for the
infill, for a harmonious effect; the original/intervention distinction coming from the separa-
tion joint described above;

• for stone interventions in the ruin area and periphery which are not infill or additions to the
ruin substance itself (for example, the base blocks for the Info-Tables, installed in 1998) use
a stone such as the Kestanbul quartz munsonite, also known since the Roman Empire as the
Marmor Troadense, which resembles a granite and which was used at Troy only from the 2nd
century CE onwards;

• use natural admixtures to the mortar to create harmonious colors (here again material sal-
vaged from properly handled excavation procedures is used: local ceramic sherds when
ground to a powder produce a particularly Trojan earth-tone).

435
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Two of the worst threats to the ruins at Troy, and most other sites, are water penetration and ero-
sion. A method to reduce the amount of water penetrating a prehistoric wall or a later un-
mortared, rubble wall is called »top-capping.« One or two rubble courses with lime mortar are
built up on top of the existing wall, with a separation signifying joint in between. Stones are se-
lected to roughly replicate the original. This technique has the added bonus of increasing site leg-
ibility, as it raises up the legible top surface of some of the very ruined walls.17 Each case of ero-
sion at Troy presents a stand-alone situation which required a combination of techniques; in the
case of the Megaron VIA the solution also improved legibility. The northeast longitudinal wall of
the Megaron in area B6 was in danger of collapsing into the eroded »canyon« that was the result
of laying bare the circuit of the Troy II fortifications to the west of the Gate FM Ramp. The solu-
tion was to build a foundation/retaining wall under the Megaron wall, and then bury it in the
slope, on which vegetation could now be promoted (the root systems prevent future erosion) by
virtue of the permanent re-routing of the tourist path. In general at erosion problem areas, the fol-
lowing questions must be asked: if a masonry retaining wall is built can it be hidden by burial?
What is the »angle of repose« of sloping areas? Can vegetation be promoted to prevent erosion?

Finally, we have learned at Troy over twenty years that a commitment to a »current best prac-
tice,« especially for fragile rubble and mudbrick prehistoric features, is also a commitment to
ongoing care and maintenance. Low-mechanical bond mortars will not last forever. Consoli-
dants do more harm to these fragile walls than good and should be avoided. The best approach
is to perform annual minor repairs – it was done originally, millennia ago, and throughout time,
with these construction types; there is no »hi-tech« solution yet which can replace these time-
honored approaches.

Elizabeth H. Riorden436

17 For later Roman period walls that originally used a hydraulic-type mortar (usually with the admixing of volcanic
pozzolana) the solution can be very solid and permanent with a slurry top-coat of a similar mortar; however, in Asia
Minor, even under the Roman Empire, a building technique with little or no mortar, and relatively few bricks, appears
to have been a hold-over from the Hellenistic era. At Troy we therefore have had to find other techniques.

Fig. 3 
A top treatment of 
a Troy I wall in the 

northern Schliemann
trench, with the tile 

separation joint (2008);
historic photos were
used to re-create the

typical »herringbone«
technique. Provided by

the author. 

Fig. 4 
The Troy II Ramp as it

appeared in March
2007, with mosaic infill

at edges of the paved
area. Provided by 

the author. 
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Legibility Issues

As mentioned in the introduction,
Troy presents a truly daunting legibility
problem. Fortunately, by stabilizing
parts of the ruin its legibility was auto-
matically improved. There were some
other areas where there might have
been a choice between selective rebur-
ial or protective, legibility-promoting
»top-capping.« The period requiring
and receiving the most attention in this
area was Troy II. There is no question
that Troy II was a period of great significance, but it was also one of the oldest which had been
exposed to the elements for the longest time, and therefore had suffered greatly. It was possible
to see how cruel the last 100 years had been to some of the Troy II features because of the excel-
lent photo archives left by both Schliemann and Dörpfeld. Troy II itself had multiple phases, to
add to the confusion. However, it would have been unacceptable practice to try to display one of
these phases at the expense of others. This approach was not doctrinaire, however. For example,
in the sequence of gates and inner courts leading to the south-facing porch of the great Megaron
IIA, it was desirable to make this complex more legible. In the treatment of the fortification walls
to the west and north of the Ramp at Gate FM, however, multiple phases were repaired, using the
photos which showed how these features looked when first excavated. The goal was to make the
walls reveal their impressive nature once more.

As described above, Blegen had already attended to improving the legibility of the Troy VI for-
tification walls. In 1998 House VIM was treated with infill at the top of the walls which had the
added benefit of restoring its monumentality. As for the great Hellenistic Athena Temenos of
Troy VIII, so much of it was already dismantled by quarrying activities before Schliemann that
it can best be understood virtually, or by scholars. The small Roman period (Troy IX) Odeion was
better preserved, and after extensive excavations, the legibility of its stage building with attached
colonnade (just as Vitruvius describes it as a typology) was improved through an infill and top-
ping approach. The full extent of the Odeion conservation is treated below.

Reburial

Site conservators will tell you that from a technical point of view, reburial is probably the best way
to prevent deterioration in the long term. This approach is at odds both with the desire to give
visitors something to see and with Turkish regulations generally prohibiting reburial of exca-
vated architectural remains. This becomes a management issue, with the resources available being
balanced against the evaluation of the site significance, including which features contribute to that
significance. At Troy, for example, some late antique mosaics found in the Lower City, in area D20,
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Fig. 5 
A section of Wall IX N
(Athena Temenos) near
the Troy VI Northeast
Bastion, showing the
saw-cut mosaic infill;
the »windows« show
the original fabric 
behind; note mason’s
marks in original face
blocks. Provided by 
the author. 
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were reburied as an intermediate temporary solution, because 1) there was no museum space
for them in case they were »lifted«, 2) the Lower City would not be open to the public for some
time to come, and 3) the primary periods of significance for the Lower City are Bronze Age, be-
cause of their rarity. The technical approach to reburial is illustrated in Fig. 6. The layer of mud-
bricks was our local adaptation of the standard detail calling for a layer of Bentonite; the purpose
of the layer is to be (relatively) impermeable. The clay in the mudbricks would cause a similar
ponding of moisture well above the mosaics.

Securing Current Use

International consensus on the conservation of archaeological sites has built upon the Venice
Charter but never repudiated its principles. One addendum to this model of »current best prac-
tice« involves the use of ancient theaters for current cultural events.18 In such a case, a higher level

Elizabeth H. Riorden438

18 The Verona Charter (Council of Europe 1997)) came out of the initiatives of the European Network of Ancient Places
of Performance, fostered by the Council of Europe, replacing its precursor, the Segesta Declaration.

Fig. 6 
Schematic section at

temporary reburial of a
mosaic floor in situ.

Provided by the author. 
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of intervention would be required to make the
ancient structure safe and attractive, although as
always such work should be pursued with the
highest possible scientific standards. The reason
for this exception in the case of theaters is the
notion that cultural activities will generate in-
come for a site, either directly or indirectly. This
provision is not without controversy, but Troy is
luckily spared from disagreement about the use
of the Odeion.

At Troy, the small Roman Odeion was al-
ready being used for concerts and performances,
despite its dilapidated condition. It required both
immediate and necessary stabilization, and a
slightly higher level of intervention than nor-
mally used at Troy. The work of stabilizing the
cavea (seating area) and stage building began in
1992 (Fig. 7) and was finished in 1998 (Fig. 8), while excavations occurred at the same time. The
pre-Roman levels of the excavation were reached late in the 1995 season. Since 1998 the consol-
idant used on the remains of the opus mixtum wall between the orchestra and the stage has lost
its effectiveness (and we have concluded already that using consolidants is not the best ap-
proach) – therefore in the near future another approach will be attempted. The formula for the
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Fig. 7 
The Odeion during 
stabilization in 1993.
BW 93/076– 30 to 31.

Fig. 8 
The restored Odeion 
in 1998.Troia Projekt,
Tübingen.
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original consolidant can be found in the Appendices; the proposed new treatment for the stage
front is outlined in the Site Management Masterplan for Troy.19

Lapidarium: Supporting Research

One of the tasks that occupied the team at Troy was the cataloging of the many architectural
blocks from Troy VIII and IX which were scattered over the citadel. More than 500 blocks were
cataloged, with their find spots recorded in the CAD database (see Lapidarium Plan in the Ap-
pendices, as well as the entire stone database). Many of the blocks were drawn in detail, and the
author published an article in 1996 on an innovative approach to this task, using the Odeion as
a case study.20 The effectiveness was tested in the study by the author summarized in a 2007 ar-
ticle.21 Many blocks could be identified with a certain structure and these included the Odeion,
Theater A, the Athena Temple, the Bouleuterion, the Aeolic Building under the North Building,
and the Propylaion to the Athena Temenos. Each block that was cataloged had its unique nu-
merical tag painted on an unobstrusive surface, and in some cases, the blocks were arranged on
the site to make them more accessible and safer from various hazards.

Protective Interventions

Because Troy under the Troia-Projekt has been an integrated project, conservation and excava-
tion were going on at the same time. Often at the close of a season it was necessary to build some
kind of temporary structure to protect remains while study of a conservation approach occurred,
and/or to keep the area open for ongoing research. As of 2008, in the citadel area most of the tem-
porary coverings have been replaced by a permanent treatment. But in the Lower City in area
yz28, a temporary roof structure stands over the trench at the bottom of which is the cutting in
the bedrock that is part of the Lower City defensive works in the Late Bronze Age. Halfway to-
wards the citadel in the area H17, a simpler covering of sand and gravel protects a defensive fea-
ture of the Early Bronze Age. It is hoped that in the future a proper permanent roof structure will
protect these features with a design that is both effective and aesthetically pleasing. This issue is
treated at length in the 2009 Site Management Masterplan for Troy.

In the center of the citadel, a complex of Early Bronze Age structures was uncovered in G6,
partially during the Schliemann and Dörpfeld years, then during the Korfmann years. The
megaron and fortifications are mudbrick on stone foundations. The Early Bronze Age Citadel
suffered several destructions by fire which led Schliemann to calling it the »burnt city«. It was
therefore appropriate to cover the original Troy II mudbricks, on which these fires have left their
marks, with a layer of specially created »burned« brick – the formula is included in the Appen-
dices. To further protect and display these features, a large five-sided tensile roof structure was

Elizabeth H. Riorden440

19 Riorden 2009. See chapter »Care & Maintenance of the Ruin«.
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erected; the structure was finished in 2003. The roof was designed by Björn Rimner, under su-
pervision from his thesis advisors at the University of Stuttgart.22 In accordance with the Venice
Charter, the roof is clearly of its own time and would never be confused with any original feature;
it is also expressive of its primary purpose (Fig. 9). The 2009 Site Management Masterplan calls
for all additional roof structures to be a »theme and variation« on this construction type, which
will then become associated (it is hoped) with a »Troy« image.

Site Wayfinding

Early in the Korfmann years the importance of providing tourists and visitors with supplemen-
tary information was recognized and acted upon.23 Twelve information tables were placed at key
places within the citadel area, with illustrated texts in three languages: Turkish, German and
English. The location and themes of these tables are treated by Filgis and Mayer.24 Despite the care

441

20 Riorden 1996.
21 Riorden 2007, 47.
22 Korfmann 2004, 3.
23 Korfmann 1991, 30.
24 Filgis – Mayer 1992, 100 fig. 3.

Fig. 9 
Under the G6 roof; 
the original Troy II mud-
bericks are protected
with a layer of specially
created »burned«
brick – the formula is
included in the Appen-
dices.Provided by 
the author. 
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and maintenance these tables received each year from the Troia-Projekt team, they were not re-
sistant to ultra-violet and mold, and so by 1997 they were faded and blotched. In 1998 a gener-
ous donation and direct assistance from then DaimlerChrysler corporation permitted them to
be replaced by higher quality product, with a much more elegant matte stainless steel pedestal
base. The foot of each pedestal was a single large block of Marmor Troadense; the hand-quarried
blocks were donated by local officials. This design feature allowed the vandal-resistant designed
tables to be installed without digging into the sensitive archaeological material. At this time there
was an expansion of the number of these tables, even including one dealing with the diversity of
fauna found at Troy. In August 2008, after ten years, there was no fading; the only noted damage
were tiny stress fractures around the bolt connections of the clear Lexan-type panels. These can
be replaced in the near future with the duplicate panels thoughtfully provided by then Daimler-
Chrysler, currently stored in the excavation house.

When Dörpfeld finished his work in 1894 he published an extraordinary plan of Troy along
with his Troja und Ilion. The color-coded plan sorted out the settlement phases and showed the
salient architectural features of the site monuments. During the Blegen years and in the Blegen
publications the Dörpfeld area designations were carried over, and many features were meas-
ured and drawn in detail, but the team never produced a new comprehensive plan. In 1994, the
author, with the advice and instigation of Friedmund Hueber, produced an updated version of
the plan, including also a second version with the same linework but a different colored back-
ground, whose purpose was to show the visitor path in relation to those features which one could
actually still see (as opposed to the comprehensive plan where everything ever known – and leg-
ible at 1:500 – was shown).25

Visitor/Ruin Interactions in 2008

In 1998 UNESCO declared the site of Troy item No. 849 on its World Cultural Heritage List. This
great honor carries with it certain strongly suggested responsibilities, one of which is the pro-
duction of a Site Management Masterplan. During the summer 2008 campaign, the author and
two students started working on the Masterplan, with the hope that it would help carry Troy into
the next decades in a secure and well-maintained condition.26 The Site Management Masterplan
for Troy was completed in September 2009.

Elizabeth H. Riorden442

25 Hueber – Riorden 1994, Beilagen. New, updated digital plans have been created by Peter Jablonka and in 2008 by
the author (with the students Kristin Barry and Carrie Hunsaker) as part of the Site Management Masterplan.
26 Director Ernst Pernicka with assistance from the author raised funds for the Site Management Masterplan from
the Institute for Aegean Prehistory (INSTAP) in Philadelphia; the author raised additional funds from the Samuel H.
Kress Foundation to support the efforts of Barry and Hunsaker. It is hoped that this document will assist the authori-
ties in the production of an official Site Management Plan for Troy in the near future.
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Year Areal Feature Period(s) Problem Remedy Remarks Designer 

1987 F5/6 Tower Ir I erosion rebuilt and
consolidated 

MY 

1991 D6 Bastion IIdb,
citadel wall
phase 1 

II erosion rebuilt and
consolidated 

MY 

1992 D5 Citadel wall I I ? restored MY 

1992 D4 Walls Ig and Ik I ? restored MY 

1992 C6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II erosion from
tourists 

infill with
»Composite
Type II« stones,
eastern »tower«
restored

FH 

1992 K3 Bastion VI NE,
Athena teme-
nos foundation
wall »IX«N 

VI,VIII crumbly marl
foundations
exposed 

infilled with
»Composite
Type VIII/IX«
stones 

FH 

1992 IK 6/7 Citadel Wall VI VI individual
blocks with
spalled faces
(salt air pro-
blem?) 

infilled with
»Composite
Type VI« 
stones 

FH 

1992 HI8 Bouleuterion IX crumbly marl
foundations
exposed 

infilled with
»Composite
Type VIII« sto-
nes 

FH 

1992 PQ 4/5 created site
»Bauhof« 

na  facility to 
expedite site 
conservation
lacking 

built, including
lime pit and
equipment sto-
rage 

FH 

1992 D6/7 Tourist Bridge na tourists 
walking over
Ramp IIFM 

path diverted
with bridge 

FH 

1993 D5 Megaron IIA II danger of col-
lapse where cut
by Schliemann
Graben 

modern mud-
brick support
wall built
below 

FH 

1993 BC 6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II water collec-
ting at bottom,
eroded tourist
path 

drainage added
and wood steps
to get tourist
path away from
hillside in B6 

FH 

1993 EF 9 Citadel Wall VI VI illegible and
eroded 

top treated
with stone and
slurry coat, in-
creased legibi-
lity 

FH 

1993 K5/6 Gate VI S
doorway 

VI no longer 
visible 

attempt at re-
construction 

see reworking
in 1996 

FH 
Tab. 1 
Work done by year.
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1993 K6 Gate VI S VII danger of col-
lapse 

infill consoli-
dation 

FH 

1993 IK3 stair at Northe-
ast Bastion 

VIII collapsed and
eroded 

rebuilt/consoli-
dated 

FH, SD 

1993 EF 9/10 Odeion cavea IX eroded and
collapsing, ille-
gible 

sub-seats and
analemma con-
solidated, mis-
taken restora-
tions removed,
made usable
for concerts, 

FH 

1994 D3/4 Terrace wall M
in Schliemann
ditch north 

I, II threatened col-
lapse 

battered retai-
ning wall built 

MY 

1994 FG9 Citadel Wall VI VI fallen stones,
illegible 

replaced with
»Composite
Type VI« sto-
nes 

FH 

1994 K4/5 Citadel Wall VI VI section entirely
removed by
Schliemann 

infill wall built,
face not flush
with VI face,
but inset 

FH 

1995 CD3 House 102 I erosion and il-
legibility 

»reading« of
building over
protective fill,
drainage 

MY?, SD 

1995 CD 5/6 Gate II FM II illegibility scientific resto-
ration of foun-
dations, »win-
dow« to older
II wall below 

ER 

1995 K5/6 Citadel Wall VI VI erosion/spal-
ling of indivi-
dual blocks 

infilled MY?, SD 

1995 K6/7 drainage of
East Gate/tou-
rist path 

VI spring flooding
with no outlet
for water 

subsurface
drainage to dry
well created in
a Blegen son-
dage 

ER 

1995 G8/9 Houses 701
and 703 

VI, VII collapsed sec-
tions 

house walls de-
fining VI/VII
street repaired
built up and
consolidated
east wall beco-
mes self-sup-
porting

new work pos-
sible because
of moving the
tourist path in
1992 and 1993

AD 

Tab. 1
Continuation.
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1995 B6 Megaron VIA VI danger of 
erosion of east
wall 

tinted darker to
be less obtru-
sive hillside
below regraded
and prepared
for plant
growth

ER, AD 

1995 G9 Tower VIi VI illegible and
eroded 

infill/top con-
solidation with
»Composite
Type VI«
blocks 

AD 

1995 K6 foundations of
Athena Temple
precinct 

VIII crumbly marl
foundations
exposed 

infill with
»Composite
Type VIII/IX« 

AD 

1995 na Water and
power lines 

na work in center
of mound hin-
dered by no 
infrastructure 

water and
power trenches
dug under 
archaeological
supervision,
hook-ups 
provided 

see plan in 
appendices 

ER 

1996 offsite mock-up of
megaron IIA
ante 

II presentation of
fragile mud-
brick walls 

cementitious
imitation of
brick and wood
parts, laid up
according to
Doerpfeld's
dwgs. 

deemed to be
too heavy-
handed for use
on site 

ER 

1996 BC6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II masonry wall
supporting the
new tourist
path confusing
situation 

covered with a
cantilevered
platform for
pausing, vie-
wing the Ramp 

ER, CJ 

1996 A7, B8 Citadel Wall VI VI eroded stones,
reduced legibi-
lity

replaced with
»Composite
Type VI« 
stones

MY?, SD 

1996 K5/6 Gate VI S VI doorway not
legible, old 
restoration not
accurate

old restoration
removed and
replaced with
more scientific
work

SD 

1996 A7 Gate VI U VI, VII
VII 

infill wall un-
dermined and
in danger of
collapse

support wall
added

SD 

1996 A6/7 House 791 VIIb1 erosion and 
incomplete 
excavation 
cleaning,

excavating, 
documentation
and consolida-
tion

SD 

Tab. 1
Continuation.
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1996 E9 House walls VIIb2/b1 top-heavy walls
undermined

provisional 
retaining wall
placed next to
walls

SD 

1996 K4 Troia VII re-
taining wall 

VII undermined
VII wall in
danger of 
collapse 

limestone 
support wall
added below 

SD 

1996 A8/9 Sanctuary:
round and
trapezoidal
wells 

VIII, IX winter weather
and damage
from
sheep/goats/to
urists 

minor repairs note: trape-
zoidal well
was preserved
with an upper
course of ma-
sonry some-
time post-Ble-
gen, pre-1988

team 

1996 EF10 Odeion stage
building 

IX skene and opus
mixtum stage
front edge ex-
posed 

consolidation
of skene foun-
dations and
cantilevered
protective roof
over front edge 

ER 

1996 na conservation
guidelines by
E. Riorden 

na work hindered
by no hand-
book with clear
procedural
guidelines 

written by E.
Riorden, trans-
lated into
Turkish by
Cem Aslan 

see digital 
appendices

ER 

1996 na report from
Nicholas 
Stanley Price 

na consensus
from experts
needed 

NSP visited
and produced
report out-
standing rec-
ommendations 

included need
to recognize
different peri-
ods of signifi-
cance for dif-
ferent parts of
the site visitor
survey that
showed attrac-
tion of seeing
archaeologists
at work

NSP 

1997 D-F
4/5 

Megaron IIA II lack of 
legibility 

door crosswall
built up with
»fake« mud-
bricks, space of
forecourt indi-
cated with uni-
form gravel
surface

ER

1997 EF 5/6 Propylon IIC II erosion and il-
legibility 

top treatment,
infill for miss-
ing ante block 

ER 

Tab. 1
Continuation.
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1997 C-E 6/7 Series of citadel
walls, II-III 

II,III old restoration
looked jarring,
more of wall in
D7 exposed 

removed old
restoration at
bastion db, im-
proved legibil-
ity of wall be-
tween IIFM
and II db, con-
solidation of
section of late
II wall in D7

SD 

1997 A-C 6-8 Citadel wall VI VI eroded and il-
legible 

top treatment
with »Compos-
ite Type VI«
stones 

SD 

1997 IK 3/4 postern gate
Vig 

VI erosion of side
walls 

side walls con-
solidated to
display and se-
cure the cut
stone doorway 

SD 

1997 H8 Bouleuterion IX crumbly marl
foundations
exposed 

infill with
»Composite
Type VIII/IX« 

team 

1998 EF 5/6 top of tower Ir
and wall to east 

I illegibility top treatment ER 

1998 G6 G6 Megaron II newly exca-
vated mud-
brick 

stabilization SD

1998 BC 5/6 Gate II FL II collapsed
stones and 
illegibility 

consolidated
with small
stones and top
treatment 

1998 EF 5/6 Propylon IIC
enclosure walls 

II illegibility top treatment 

1998 BC8 Citadel wall VI VI eroded and 
illegible 

top treatment
with »Compos-
ite Type VI«
stones 

1998 A7 gate VIU VI spalled stones minor repairs 

1998 B-D
7/8 

House VIM-
SE corner 

VI erosion and
spalling 

infill with
»Composite
Type VI«
stones 

1998 K3 Northeast Bas-
tion VI 

VI eroded and 
illegible 

top treatment
with »Compos-
ite Type VI«
stones Tab. 1

Continuation.
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1998 EF 10 Odeion IX opus mixtum
stage front edge
exposed 

opus mixtum
wall treated
with consoli-
dant, new
wood edge to
the stage, bet-
ween stage and
orchestra 

1998 F8 Stoa IXB IX erosion under-
mining foun-
dations 

filled gaps with
mudbrick 

1998 na new info tables na older tables
were comple-
tely faded- no
UV resistance,
collected dirt

newly designed
UV and van-
dal-resistant ta-
bles base unob-
trusive on
archaeological
material

1998 CD 7 tourist connec-
tor walkway 

na discontinuity
between Bridge
and Ramp II
FM viewing
platform 

added connec-
tor piece of
wood, sympa-
thetic forms
and details 

1999 B5 Gate II FL and
postern II FK 

II collapsed sto-
nes and illegi-
bility 

consolidated
with small sto-
nes and top tre-
atment 

1999 F6 Gate II FO II erosion and
weathering 

stabilized 

1999 D-F 3/4 Megarons IIB
and IIH up to
W wall of IIR 

II eroded and il-
legible 

top treatment 

1999 t14/15 cave VI, X water stagnant
and cave and
Byzantine well
potentially ha-
zardous

increased water
flow and added
grills and gra-
ting to cave
mouth and well

1999 B-D
7/8 

House VIM-
SW wall 

VI erosion and
spalling 

infill with
"Composite
Type VI" stones 

1999 A8/9 Lower Sanctu-
ary of VIII

VIII altars and te-
menos under-
mined

filled with ex-
cavated (ie sif-
ted) soil

1999 EF 10 Odeion stage
building colon-
nade 

IX foundations
undermined

filled with ex-
cavated (ie sif-
ted) soilTab. 1

Continuation.
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1998 EF 10 Odeion IX opus mixtum
stage front edge
exposed 

opus mixtum
wall treated
with consoli-
dant, new
wood edge to
the stage, bet-
ween stage and
orchestra 

1998 F8 Stoa IXB IX erosion under-
mining foun-
dations 

filled gaps with
mudbrick 

1998 na new info tables na older tables
were comple-
tely faded- no
UV resistance,
collected dirt

newly designed
UV and van-
dal-resistant ta-
bles base unob-
trusive on
archaeological
material

1998 CD 7 tourist connec-
tor walkway 

na discontinuity
between Bridge
and Ramp II
FM viewing
platform 

added connec-
tor piece of
wood, sympa-
thetic forms
and details 

1999 B5 Gate II FL and
postern II FK 

II collapsed sto-
nes and illegi-
bility 

consolidated
with small sto-
nes and top tre-
atment 

1999 F6 Gate II FO II erosion and
weathering 

stabilized 

1999 D-F 3/4 Megarons IIB
and IIH up to
W wall of IIR 

II eroded and il-
legible 

top treatment 

1999 t14/15 cave VI, X water stagnant
and cave and
Byzantine well
potentially ha-
zardous

increased water
flow and added
grills and gra-
ting to cave
mouth and well

1999 B-D
7/8 

House VIM-
SW wall 

VI erosion and
spalling 

infill with
"Composite
Type VI" stones 

1999 A8/9 Lower Sanctu-
ary of VIII

VIII altars and te-
menos under-
mined

filled with ex-
cavated (ie sif-
ted) soil

1999 EF 10 Odeion stage
building colon-
nade 

IX foundations
undermined

filled with ex-
cavated (ie sif-
ted) soil Tab. 1

Continuation.
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1999 F5 lookout plat-
form on cov-
ered pinnacle

na not possible to
see the late II
megarons as a
whole

bring visitors
up to a high
point for 
viewing

2000 B5 Gate II FL II collapsed
stones and il-
legibility

consolidated
with small
stones and top 
treatment

2000 FG6 Gate II FO and
bastioned wall
to E 

II erosion and
weathering 

stabilized and
legibility im-
proved with
specially pre-
pared mud-
bricks 

2000 E5 Megaron IIA II presentation
still too unim-
pressive 

added more
material (tem-
porary) 

2000 D-F
3/4 

Megarons IIB
and IIH up to
W wall of IIR 

II eroded and 
illegible 

top treatment SD 

2000 t14/15 cave VI, X research fin-
ished, fear of
vandalism 

cave mouth
partially filled
with masonry
behind 1999
grill 

2000 AB 7/8 Citadel wall VI VI legibility from
tourist path 

top treatment
and new
wooden path
for 
visitors 

2000 z 6/7 Temple A and
North Building 

VIII walls under-
mined 

filled with 
excavated (ie
sifted) soil 

2000 na tree planting na treat site with
certain desir-
able trees 

Abies equi
troiani,Quer-
cus Troiana 

2001 G6 Citadel Wall II II erosion and
weathering, ac-
comodation of
new roof foun-
dations 

stabilized and
legibility im-
proved with
specially pre-
pared mud-
bricks 

2001 A6/7 Megaron VIA VI illegibility top treatment
for legibility 

2001 y8 VI walls VI susceptible to
erosion/
collapse 

consolidation 

2001 zA 7/8 houses of VIIa VII susceptible to
erosion/col-
lapse 

consolidation 

Tab. 1
Continuation.
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2001 y/z 7-9 tourist path in
SW extramural
area 

na tourist not able
to see VII hou-
ses 

path extended 

2002 F6 Gate II FO II erosion caused
by tourists 

wooden path
added 

2002 yz 7/8 »courtyard«
house, street to
Gate VI U 

VII presentation
still too unim-
pressive 

added a few
more courses
of masonry 

EN

2002 t 14/15 fish tanks VIII, IX erosion caused
by tourists 

tanks consoli-
dated and woo-
den path added 

2003 FG 6 new roof na fragile G6 
megaron area 

built tensile
roof, 5-sided 

B. Rimner 

2004 FG6 G6 Megaron II protection and
legibility 

display design MF 

2004 IK 5/6 new wooden
tourist
steps/path 

na older stone
steps were
maintainance/
hazard pro-
blem 

new steps/path MF 

2004 na routine main-
tainance and
tree planting 

na general main-
tainance issues 

case-by-case
routine reme-
dies (plantings) 

2005 na routine main-
tainance 

na RA 
Tab. 1
Continuation.

Year Areal Feature Period Problem Remedy Designer

1995 CD3 House 102 I erosion and illegi-
bility 

»reading« of building over
protective fill, 
drainage

MY?, SD

1994 D3/4 Terrace wall M
in Schliemann
ditch north 

I, II threatened 
collapse 

battered retaining wall built MY

1992 D4 Walls Ig and Ik I ? restored MY
1992 D5 Citadel wall I I ? restored MY
1998 EF 5/6 top of tower Ir

and wall to east 
I illegibility top treatment ER

1987 F5/6 Tower Ir I erosion rebuilt and consolidated MY
1998 BC 5/6 Gate II FL II collapsed stones

and illegibility 
consolidated with small sto-
nes and top treatment

SD

1993 BC 6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II water collecting at
bottom, eroded
tourist path 

drainage added and wood
steps to get tourist path away
from hillside in B6

FH

2000 B5 Gate II FL II collapsed stones
and illegibility 

consolidated with small sto-
nes and top treatment

SD

1999 B5 Gate II FL and
postern II FK 

II collapsed stones
and illegibility 

consolidated with small sto-
nes and top treatment

SD
Tab. 2 
Work done by Period.
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1996 BC6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II masonry wall 
supporting the 
new tourist path
confusing 

situation covered with a 
cantilevered platform for
pausing, viewing the Ramp

ER, CJ

1995 CD 5/6 Gate II FM II illegibility scientific restoration of foun-
dations, »window« to older
II wall below

ER

1992 C6/7 Ramp at Gate
IIFM 

II erosion from 
tourists 

infill with »Composite Type
II« stones, eastern »tower«
restored

FH

1997 C-E 6/7 Series of citadel
walls, II-III 

II,III old restoration 
looked jarring, 

removed old restoration at
bastion more of wall in D7
exposed db, improved legibi-
lity of wall between IIFM
and II db, consolidation of
section of late II wall in D7 

SD

1993 D5 Megaron IIA II danger of collapse
where cut by
Schliemann 
Graben 

modern mudbrick support
wall built below

FH

1991 D6 Bastion IIdb,
citadel wall
phase 1 

II erosion rebuilt and consolidated MY

1999 D-F 3/4 Megarons IIB
and IIH up to
W wall of IIR 

II eroded and illegible top treatment SD

2000 D-F 3/4 Megarons IIB
and IIH up to
W wall of IIR 

II eroded and illegible top treatment SD

1997 D-F 4/5 Megaron IIA II lack of legibility door crosswall built up with
»fake« mudbricks space of
forecourt indicated with 
uniform gravel surface

ER

1997 EF 5/6 Propylon IIC II erosion and 
illegibility 

top treatment, infill for 
missing ante block

ER

1998 EF 5/6 Propylon IIC
enclosure walls 

II illegibility top treatment ER

2000 E5 Megaron IIA II presentation still
too unimpressive 

added more material 
(temporary)

2004 FG6 G6 Megaron II protection and 
legibility 

display design MF

2000 FG6 Gate II FO and
bastioned wall
to E 

II erosion and 
weathering 

stabilized and legibility 
improved with specially 
prepared mudbricks

1999 F6 Gate II FO II erosion and 
weathering 

stabilized SD

2002 F6 Gate II FO II erosion caused by
tourists 

wooden path added
Tab. 2

Continuation.
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2001 G6 Citadel Wall II II erosion and weat-
hering, accomoda-
tion of new roof
foundations 

stabilized and legibility 
improved with specially 
prepared mudbricks

1998 G6 G6 Megaron II newly excavated
mudbrick 

stabilization SD

1996 offsite mock-up of
megaron IIA
ante 

II presentation of 
fragile mudbrick
walls 

cementitious imitation of
brick and wood parts, laid up
according to Doerpfeld's
dwgs.

ER

2001 A6/7 Megaron VIA VI illegibility top treatment for legibility

2000 AB 7/8 Citadel wall VI VI legibility from tou-
rist path 

top treatment and new 
wooden path for visitors

1996 A7 Gate VI U VI, VII VII infill wall 
undermined and in
danger of collapse 

support wall added SD

1998 A7 Gate VIU VI spalled stones minor repairs team

1998 BC8  Citadel wall VI  VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  
Composite Type VI  stones  

SD  

1998 B-D
7/8  

House VIM-
SE corner  

VI  erosion and 
spalling  

infill with  Composite Type
VI  stones  

SD  

1999 B-D
7/8  

House VIM-
SW wall  

VI  erosion and 
spalling  

infill with  Composite Type
VI  stones  

SD  

1993 EF 9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  illegible and eroded  top treated with stone and
slurry coat, increased 
legibility  

FH  

1994 FG9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  fallen stones, 
illegible  

replaced with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

FH  

1995 G8/9  Houses 701 and
703  

VI, VII  collapsed sections  house walls defining VI/VII
street repaired  

AD  

1995 G9  Tower VIi  VI  illegible and eroded  infill/top consolidation with
Composite Type VI  blocks  

AD  

1997 IK 3/4  postern gate
Vig  

VI  erosion of side
walls  

side walls consolidated to
display and secure the cut
stone doorway  

SD  

1992 IK 6/7  Citadel Wall VI  VI  individual blocks
with spauled faces
(salt air problem?)  

infilled with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

FH  

1992 K3  Bastion VI NE,
Athena teme-
nos foundation
wall  IX N  

VI,VIII crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infilled with  Composite
Type VIII/IX  stones  

FH  

1998 K3  Northeast Bas-
tion VI  

VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Compo-
site Type VI  stones  

SD  

1994 K4/5  Citadel Wall VI  VI  section entirely re-
moved by Schlie-
mann  

infill wall built, face not flush
with VI face, but inset  

FH  

Tab. 2
Continuation.
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1995 K5/6  Citadel Wall VI  VI  erosion/spalling of
individual blocks  

infilled  MY?, SD  

1996 K5/6  Gate VI S  VI  doorway not legi-
ble, old restoration
not accurate  

old restoration removed and
replaced with more scientific
work  

SD  

1993 K5/6  Gate VI S door-
way  

VI  no longer visible  attempt at reconstruction  FH  

1995 K6/7  drainage of
East Gate/tou-
rist path  

VI  spring flooding
with no outlet for
water  

subsurface drainage to dry
well created in a Blegen son-
dage  

ER  

1999 t14/15  cave  VI, X  water stagnant and
cave and Byzantine
well potentially ha-
zardous  

increased water flow and
added grills and grating to
cave mouth and well  

2000 t14/15  cave  VI, X  research finished,
fear of vandalism  

cave mouth partially filled
with masonry behind 1999
grill  

2001 y8  VI walls  VI  susceptible to ero-
sion/collapse  

consolidation  

1996 A6/7  House 791  VIIb1  erosion and incom-
plete excavation  

cleaning, excavating, docu-
mentation and consolidation  

SD  

1994 B7  House VII-up-
silon  

VII  illegible and eroded  consolidated  FH  

1996 E9  House walls  VIIb2/
b1  

top-heavy walls un-
dermined  

provisional retaining wall
placed next to walls  

SD  

1996 K4  Troia VII retai-
ning wall  

VII  undermined VII
wall in danger of
collapse  

limestone support wall
added below  

SD  

1993 K6  Gate VI S  VII  danger of collapse  infill consolidation  FH  

2002 yz 7/8  courtyard
house, street to
Gate VI U  

VII  presentation still
too unimpressive  

added a few more courses of
masonry  

2001 zA 7/8  houses of VIIa  VII  susceptible to ero-
sion/collapse  

consolidation  

1999 A8/9  Lower Sanctu-
ary of VIII  

VIII  altars and temenos
undermined  

filled with excavated (ie sif-
ted) soil  

1996 A8/9  Sanctuary:
round and tra-
pezoidal wells  

VIII,
IX  

winter weather and
damage from
sheep/goats/tou-
rists  

minor repairs  team  

1994 C7  Well Be  VIII  directly in new tou-
rist path at Ramp
IIFM  

built up as  section   MK  

1994 D9  Hellenistic wall  VIII  hole made Schlie-
mann  

infill  FH  

1993 IK3  stair at Northe-
ast Bastion  

VIII  collapsed and ero-
ded  

rebuilt/consolidated  FH, SD  
Tab. 2

Continuation.
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1995 K6  foundations of
Athena Temple
precinct  

VIII  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

AD  

2002 t14/15  fish tanks  VIII,
IX  

erosion caused by
tourists  

tanks consolidated and woo-
den path added  

2000 z6/7  Temple A and
North Building  

VIII  walls undermined filled with excavated (ie sif-
ted) soil  

1994 D9  Odeion cavea  IX  upper western part
robbed out since
Mehmet I (?) or be-
fore 

original profile recreated
with earthfill  

FH  

1998 EF 10  Odeion  IX  opus mixtum stage
front edge exposed 

opus mixtum wall treated
with consolidant, new wood
edge to the stage, between
stage and orchestra  

ER  

1999 EF 10  Odeion stage
building colon-
nade  

IX  foundations under-
mined 

filled with excavated (ie sif-
ted) soil  

1993 EF 9/10  Odeion cavea  IX  sub-seats and ana-
lemma eroded and
collapsing, illegible 

consolidated, mistaken resto-
rations removed, made usa-
ble for concerts, etc.  

FH  

1996 EF10  Odeion stage
building  

IX  skene and opus
mixtum stage front
edge 

exposed consolidation of
skene foundations and canti-
levered protective roof over
front edge  

ER  

1998 F8  Stoa IXB  IX  erosion undermi-
ning foundations 

filled gaps with mudbrick  SD  

1992 HI8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed 

infilled with  Composite
Type VIII  stones  

FH  

1997 H8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed 

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

team  

1998 CD 7  tourist connec-
tor walkway  

na  discontinuity bet-
ween Bridge and
Ramp II FM 

viewing platform added con-
nector piece of wood, sym-
pathetic forms and details  

ER, TB  

1992 D6/7  Tourist Bridge  na  tourists walking
over Ramp IIFM 

path diverted with bridge  FH  

2003 FG 6  new roof  na  fragile G6 megaron
area 

built tensile roof, 5-sided  B. Rimner  

1999 F5  lookout plat-
form on cove-
red pinnacle  

na  not possible to see
the late II mega-
rons as a whole 

bring visitors up to a high
point for viewing  

SD  

2004 IK 5/6  new wooden
tourist
steps/path  

na  older stone steps
were maintainance/
hazard problem 

new steps/path  MF  

1996 na  conservation
guidelines by E.
Riorden  

na  work hindered by
no handbook with
clear procedural
guidelines 

written by E. Riorden, 
translated into Turkish by
Cem Aslan  

ER  

Tab. 2
Continuation.
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1998 na  new info tables  na  older tables were
completely faded-
no UV resistance,
collected dirt 

newly designed UV and 
vandal-resistant tables , base
unobtrusive on archaeologi-
cal material  

ER with
Daimler
staff  

1996 na  report from Ni-
cholas Stanley
Price  

na  consensus from ex-
perts needed NSP
visited and produ-
ced report

outstanding recommenda-
tions  

NSP  

2005 na  routine main-
tainance  

na  RA  

2004 na  routine main-
tainance and
tree planting  

na  general maintai-
nance issues 

case-by-case routine reme-
dies (plantings)  

2000 na  tree planting  na  treat site with cer-
tain desirable trees 

Abies equi troiani,Quercus
Troiana  

1995 na  Water and
power lines  

na  work in center of
mound hindered
by no infrastruc-
ture 

water and power trenches
dug under archaeological
supervision, hook-ups 
provided  

ER  

1992 PQ 4/5  created site
Bauhof   

na  facility to expedite
site conservation
lacking 

built, including lime pit and
equipment storage  

FH  

2001 yz 7-9  tourist path in
SW extramural
area  

na  tourist not able to
see VII houses 

path extended  

Tab. 2
Continuation.

Year  Areal  Feature  Period  Problem  Remedy  Designer  

1998 BC 5/6 Gate II FL  II  collapsed stones and ille-
gibility  

consolidated with small
stones and top treatment  

SD  

2000 B5  Gate II FL  II  collapsed stones and ille-
gibility  

consolidated with small
stones and top treatment  

SD  

1999 B5  Gate II FL and
postern II FK  

II  collapsed stones and ille-
gibility  

consolidated with small
stones and top treatment  

SD  

1994 D3/4  Terrace wall M
in Schliemann
ditch north  

I, II  threatened collapse  battered retaining wall built  MY  

1992 D4  Walls Ig and Ik  I  ?  restored  MY  

1992 D5  Citadel wall I  I  ?  restored  MY  

1993 D5  Megaron IIA  II  danger of collapse where
cut by Schliemann Gra-
ben  

modern mudbrick support
wall built below  

FH  

1994 FG9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  fallen stones, illegible  replaced with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

FH  Tab. 3
Work done by 

problem encountered.
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1995 G8/9  Houses 701 and
703  

VI, VII  collapsed sections  house walls defining VI/VII
street repaired  

AD  

1993 IK3  stair at Northeast
Bastion  

VIII  collapsed and eroded  rebuilt/consolidated  FH, SD  

1993 K6  Gate VI S  VII  danger of collapse  infill consolidation  FH  

1996 A6/7  House 791  VIIb1  erosion and incom-
plete excavation  

cleaning, excavating, documen-
tation and consolidation  

SD  

1996 A7, B8  Citadel Wall VI  VI  eroded stones, redu-
ced legibility  

replaced with  Composite Type
VI  stones  

MY?, SD  

1997 A-C 6-8  Citadel wall VI  VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  

1995 B6  Megaron VIA  VI  danger of erosion of
east wall  

wall becomes self-supporting,
new work tinted darker to be
less obtrusive hillside below re-
graded and prepared for plant
growth  

ER, AD  

1998 BC8  Citadel wall VI  VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  

1998 B-D 7/8  House VIM- SE
corner  

VI  erosion and spalling  infill with  Composite Type VI
stones  

SD  

1999 B-D 7/8  House VIM- SW
wall  

VI  erosion and spalling  infill with  Composite Type VI
stones  

SD  

1995 CD3  House 102  I  erosion and illegibi-
lity  

reading  of building over protec-
tive fill, drainage  

MY?, SD  

1992 C6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II  erosion from tourists  infill with  Composite Type II
stones, eastern  tower  restored  

FH  

1991 D6  Bastion IIdb, ci-
tadel wall phase 1  

II  erosion  rebuilt and consolidated  MY  

1999 D-F 3/4  Megarons IIB
and IIH up to W
wall of IIR  

II  eroded and illegible  top treatment  SD  

2000 D-F 3/4  Megarons IIB
and IIH up to W
wall of IIR  

II  eroded and illegible  top treatment  SD  

1997 EF 5/6  Propylon IIC  II  erosion and illegibi-
lity  

top treatment, infill for missing
ante block  

ER  

1993 EF 9/10  Odeion cavea  IX  eroded and collap-
sing, illegible  

sub-seats and analemma  conso-
lidated, mistaken restorations re-
moved, made usable for con-
certs, etc.  

FH  

2000 FG6  Gate II FO and
bastioned wall to
E  

II  erosion and weathe-
ring  

stabilized and legibility impro-
ved with specially prepared
mudbricks  

1987 F5/6  Tower Ir  I  erosion  rebuilt and consolidated  MY  

1999 F6  Gate II FO  II  erosion and weathe-
ring  

stabilized  SD  

2001 G6  Citadel Wall II  II  erosion and weathe-
ring, accommodation
of new roof founda-
tions  

stabilized and legibility impro-
ved with specially prepared
mudbricks  

Tab. 3
Continuation.
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1997 IK 3/4  postern gate Vig  VI  erosion of side walls  side walls consolidated to display
and secure the cut stone  door-
way  

SD  

1998 K3  Northeast Bas-
tion VI  

VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  

1995 K5/6  Citadel Wall VI  VI  erosion/spalling of
individual blocks  

infilled  MY?, SD  

2002 t14/15  fish tanks  VIII, IX  erosion caused by
tourists  

tanks consolidated and wooden
path added  

2001 y8  VI walls  VI  susceptible to ero-
sion/collapse  

consolidation  

2001 zA 7/8  houses of VIIa  VII  susceptible to ero-
sion/collapse  

consolidation  

1992 HI8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infilled with  Composite Type
VIII  stones  

FH  

1997 H8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

team  

1992 K3  Bastion VI NE,
Athena temenos
foundation wall
IX N  

VI,VIII  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infilled with  Composite Type
VIII/IX  stones  

FH  

1995 K6  foundations of
Athena Temple
precinct  

VIII  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

AD  

2001 A6/7  Megaron VIA  VI  illegibility  top treatment for legibility  

2000 AB 7/8  Citadel wall VI  VI  legibility from tourist
path  

top treatment and new wooden
path for visitors  

1994 B7  House VII-upsi-
lon  

VII  illegible and eroded  consolidated  FH  

1995 CD 5/6  Gate II FM  II  illegibility  scientific restoration of  founda-
tions,  window  to older II wall
below  

ER  

1994 C7  Well Be  VIII  directly in new tou-
rist path at Ramp
IIFM  

built up as  section   MK  

1997 C-E 6/7  Series of citadel
walls, II-III  

II,III  old restoration loo-
ked jarring, more of
wall in D7 exposed  

removed old restoration at  bas-
tion db, improved legibility of
wall between IIFM and II db,
consolidation of section of late II
wall in D7  

SD  

1994 D9  Hellenistic wall  VIII  hole made Schlie-
mann  

infill  FH  

1994 D9  Odeion cavea  IX  upper western part
robbed out since
Mehmet I (?) or be-
fore  

original profile recreated with
earthfill  

FH  

1997 D-F 4/5  Megaron IIA  II  lack of legibility  door crosswall built up with fake
mudbricks, space of forecourt
indicated with uniform gravel
surface  

ER  

1998 EF 5/6  Propylon IIC en-
closure walls  

II  illegibility  top treatment  ER  
Tab. 3
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1998 EF 5/6  top of tower Ir
and wall to east  

I  illegibility  top treatment  ER  

1993 EF 9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  illegible and eroded  top treated with stone and slurry
coat, increased legibility  

FH  

2000 E5  Megaron IIA  II  presentation still too
unimpressive  

added more material (tempo-
rary)  

2004 FG6  G6 Megaron  II  protection and legibi-
lity  

display design  MF  

1999 F5  lookout platform
on covered pin-
nacle  

na  not possible to see
the late II megarons
as a whole  

bring visitors up to a high point
for viewing  

SD  

1995 G9  Tower VIi  VI  illegible and eroded  infill/top consolidation with
Composite Type VI  blocks  

AD  

1994 K4/5  Citadel Wall VI  VI  section entirely re-
moved by Schlie-
mann  

infill wall built, face not flush
with VI face, but inset  

FH  

1996 K5/6  Gate VI S  VI  doorway not legible,
old restoration not
accurate  

old restoration removed and re-
placed with more scientific work  

SD  

1993 K5/6  Gate VI S door-
way  

VI  no longer visible  attempt at reconstruction  FH  

1996 offsite  mock-up of me-
garon IIA ante  

II  presentation of fra-
gile mudbrick walls  

cementitious imitation of brick
and wood parts, laid up accor-
ding to Doerpfeld's dwgs.  

ER  

2002 yz 7/8  courtyard  house,
street to Gate VI
U  

VII  presentation still too
unimpressive  

added a few more courses of ma-
sonry  

1998 A7  gate VIU  VI  spalled stones  minor repairs  team  

1999 A8/9  Lower Sanctuary
of VIII  

VIII altars and temenos
undermined  

filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1996 A7  Gate VI U  VI, VII
VII

infill wall undermi-
ned and in danger of
collapse  

support wall added  SD  

1999 EF 10  Odeion stage bu-
ilding colonnade  

IX foundations under-
mined  

filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1996 E9  House walls  VIIb2/b1 top-heavy walls un-
dermined  

provisional retaining wall placed
next to walls  

SD  

1998 F8  Stoa IXB  IX erosion undermining
foundations  

filled gaps with mudbrick  SD  

1996 K4  Troia VII retai-
ning wall  

VII undermined VII wall
in danger of collapse  

limestone support wall added
below  

SD  

2000 z6/7  Temple A and
North Building  

VIII walls undermined  filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1993 BC 6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II water collecting at
bottom, eroded tou-
rist path  

drainage added and wood steps
to get tourist path away from
hillside in B6  

FH  

1996 BC6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II masonry wall sup-
porting the new tou-
rist path confusing
situation  

covered with a cantilevered plat-
form for pausing, viewing the
Ramp  

ER, CJ  

Tab. 3
Continuation.
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1998 CD 7  tourist connector
walkway  

na discontinuity bet-
ween Bridge and
Ramp II FM viewing
platform  

added connector piece of wood,
sympathetic forms and details  

ER, TB  

1992 D6/7  Tourist Bridge  na tourists walking over
Ramp IIFM  

path diverted with bridge  FH  

2002 F6  Gate II FO  II erosion caused by
tourists  

wooden path added  

2004 IK 5/6  new wooden tou-
rist steps/path  

na older stone steps
were maintainance/
hazard problem  

new steps/path  MF  

1999 t14/15  cave  VI, X water stagnant and
cave and Byzantine
well potentially ha-
zardous  

increased water flow and added
grills and grating to cave mouth
and well  

2001 yz 7-9  tourist path in
SW extramural
area  

na tourist not able to see
VII houses  

path extended  

2000 t14/15  cave  VI, X research finished,
fear of vandalism,
cave drying up  

cave mouth partially filled with
masonry behind 1999 grill  

1998 EF 10  Odeion  IX opus mixtum stage
front edge exposed  

opus mixtum wall treated with
consolidant, new wood edge to
the stage, between stage and or-
chestra  

ER  

1996 EF10  Odeion stage bu-
ilding  

IX skene and opus mix-
tum stage front edge
exposed  

consolidation of skene founda-
tions and cantilevered protective
roof over front edge  

ER  

2003 FG 6  new roof  na fragile G6 megaron
area  

built tensile roof, 5-sided  B. Rimner  

1998 G6  G6 Megaron  II newly excavated
mudbrick  

stabilization  SD  

1992 IK 6/7  Citadel Wall VI  VI individual blocks
with spalled faces
(salt air problem?)  

infilled with  Composite Type VI
stones  

FH  

1995 K6/7  drainage of East
Gate/tourist path  

VI spring flooding with
no outlet for water  

subsurface drainage to dry well
created in a Blegen sondage  

ER  

1996 na  conservation gui-
delines by E.
Riorden  

na work hindered by no
handbook with clear
procedural guideli-
nes  

written by E. Riorden, translated
into Turkish by Cem Aslan  

ER  

1998 na  new info tables  na older tables were
completely faded-no
UV resistance, collec-
ted dirt  

newly designed UV and vandal
resistant tables base unobtrusive
on archaeological material  

ER with Da-
imler staff  

1996 na  report from Ni-
cholas Stanley
Price  

na consensus from ex-
perts needed  

NSP visited and produced report
outstanding recommendations  

NSP  

2005 na  routine maintai-
nance  

na  RA  
Tab. 3

Continuation.
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2004 na  routine maintai-
nance and tree
planting  

na general maintainance
issues  

case-by-case routine remedies
(plantings)  

2000 na  tree planting  na treat site with certain
desirable trees  

Abies equi troiani,Quercus Troi-
ana  

1995 na  Water and power
lines  

na work in center of
mound hindered by
no infrastructure  

water and power trenches dug
under archaeological supervi-
sion, hook-ups provided  

ER  

1992 PQ 4/5  created site  Bau-
hof   

na facility to expedite
site conservation la-
cking  

built, including lime pit and
equipment storage  

FH  

Tab. 3
Continuation.

Year Areal  Feature  Period  Problem  Remedy  designer  

2000 B5  Gate II FL  II  collapsed stones and
illegibility  

consolidated with small stones
and top treatment  

SD  

1999 B5  Gate II FL and
postern II FK  

II  collapsed stones and
illegibility  

consolidated with small stones
and top treatment  

SD  

1992 D4  Walls Ig and Ik  I  ?  restored  MY  

1992 D5  Citadel wall I  I  ?  restored  MY  

1993 D5  Megaron IIA  II  danger of collapse
where cut by Schlie-
mann Graben  

modern mudbrick support wall
built below  

FH  

1994 FG9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  fallen stones, illegible  replaced with  Composite Type
VI  stones  

FH  

1993 IK3  stair at Northeast
Bastion  

VIII  collapsed and eroded  rebuilt/consolidated  FH, SD  

1993 K6  Gate VI S  VII  danger of collapse  infill consolidation  FH  

1996 A7, B8  Citadel Wall VI  VI  eroded stones, redu-
ced legibility  

replaced with  Composite Type
VI  stones  

MY?, SD  

1995 B6  Megaron VIA  VI  danger of erosion of
east wall  

wall becomes self-supporting,
new work tinted darker to be
less obtrusive hillside below re-
graded and prepared for plant
growth  

ER, AD  

1998 BC8  Citadel wall VI  VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  

1995 CD3  House 102  I  erosion and illegibi-
lity  

reading  of building over pro-
tective fill, drainage  

MY?, SD  

1991 D6  Bastion IIdb, ci-
tadel wall phase 1  

II  erosion  rebuilt and consolidated  MY  

2000 FG6  Gate II FO and
bastioned wall to
E  

II  erosion and weathe-
ring  

stabilized and legibility impro-
ved with specially prepared
mudbricks  

1999 F6  Gate II FO  II  erosion and weathe-
ring  

stabilized  SD  

2001 G6  Citadel Wall II  II  erosion and weathe-
ring, accommodation
of new roof founda-
tions  

stabilized and legibility impro-
ved with specially prepared
mudbricks  

1998 K3  Northeast Bas-
tion VI  

VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  
Tab. 4 
Work done by area.
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1999 EF 10  Odeion stage bu-
ilding colonnade  

IX foundations undermi-
ned  

filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1996 E9  House walls  VIIb2/b
1

top-heavy walls un-
dermined  

provisional retaining wall placed
next to walls  

SD  

1998 F8  Stoa IXB  IX erosion undermining
foundations  

filled gaps with mudbrick  SD  

2002 t14/15  fish tanks  VIII, IX  erosion caused by
tourists  

tanks consolidated and wooden
path added  

2001 y8  VI walls  VI  susceptible to 
erosion/collapse  

consolidation  

1992 HI8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infilled with  Composite Type
VIII  stones  

FH  

1997 H8  Bouleuterion  IX  crumbly marl foun-
dations exposed  

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

team  

1992 K3  Bastion VI NE,
Athena temenos
foundation wall
IX N  

VI,VIII  crumbly marl founda-
tions exposed  

infilled with  Composite Type
VIII/IX  stones  

FH  

1995 K6  foundations of
Athena Temple
precinct  

VIII  crumbly marl founda-
tions exposed  

infill with  Composite Type
VIII/IX   

AD  

1994 B7  House VII-upsi-
lon  

VII  illegible and eroded  consolidated  FH  

1994 C7  Well Be  VIII  directly in new tourist
path at Ramp IIFM  

built up as  section   MK  

1994 D9  Hellenistic wall  VIII  hole made Schlie-
mann  

infill  FH  

1994 D9  Odeion cavea  IX  upper western part
robbed out since
Mehmet I (?) or 
before  

original profile recreated with
earthfill  

FH  

1993 EF 9  Citadel Wall VI  VI  illegible and eroded  top treated with stone and slurry
coat, increased legibility  

FH  

2000 E5  Megaron IIA  II  presentation still too
unimpressive  

added more material (tempo-
rary)  

2004 FG6  G6 Megaron  II  protection and 
legibility  

display design  MF  

1999 F5  lookout platform
on covered pin-
nacle  

na  not possible to see the
late II megarons as a
whole  

bring visitors up to a high point
for viewing  

SD  

1995 G9  Tower VIi  VI  illegible and eroded  infill/top consolidation with
Composite Type VI  blocks  

AD  

1996 offsite  mock-up of me-
garon IIA ante  

II  presentation of fragile
mudbrick walls  

cementitious imitation of brick
and wood parts, laid up accor-
ding to Doerpfeld's dwgs.  

ER  

1998 A7  gate VIU  VI  spalled stones  minor repairs  team  

1996 A7  Gate VI U  VI, VII
VII

infill wall undermi-
ned and in danger of
collapse  

support wall added  SD  

Tab. 4
Continuation.
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1996 K4  Troia VII retai-
ning wall  

VII undermined VII wall
in danger of collapse  

limestone support wall added
below  

SD  

1998 CD 7  tourist connector
walkway  

na discontinuity between
Bridge and Ramp II
FM viewing platform  

added connector piece of wood,
sympathetic forms and details  

ER, TB  

2002 F6  Gate II FO  II erosion caused by
tourists  

wooden path added  

1999 t14/15  cave  VI, X water stagnant and
cave and Byzantine
well potentially hazar-
dous  

increased water flow and added
grills and grating to cave mouth
and well  

2000 t14/15  cave  VI, X research finished, fear
of vandalism, cave
drying up  

cave mouth partially filled with
masonry behind 1999 grill  

1998 EF 10  Odeion  IX opus mixtum stage
front edge exposed  

opus mixtum wall treated with
consolidant, new wood edge to
the stage, between stage and or-
chestra  

ER  

1996 EF10  Odeion stage bu-
ilding  

IX skene and opus mix-
tum stage front edge
exposed  

consolidation of skene founda-
tions and cantilevered protective
roof over front edge  

ER  

2003 FG 6  new roof  na fragile G6 megaron
area  

built tensile roof, 5-sided  B. Rimner  

1998 G6  G6 Megaron  II newly excavated
mudbrick  

stabilization  SD  

1996 na  conservation gui-
delines by E.
Riorden  

na work hindered by no
handbook with clear
procedural guidelines  

written by E. Riorden, translated
into Turkish by Cem Aslan  

ER  

1998 na  new info tables  na older tables were
completely faded-no
UV resistance, collec-
ted dirt  

newly designed UV and vandal
resistant tables base unobtrusive
on archaeological material  

ER with Da-
imler staff  

1996 na  report from Ni-
cholas Stanley
Price  

na consensus from ex-
perts needed  

NSP visited and produced report
outstanding recommendations  

NSP  

2005 na  routine maintai-
nance  

na  RA  

2004 na  routine maintai-
nance and tree
planting  

na general maintainance
issues  

case-by-case routine remedies
(plantings)  

2000 na  tree planting  na treat site with certain
desirable trees  

Abies equi troiani,Quercus Troi-
ana  

1995 na  Water and power
lines  

na work in center of
mound hindered by
no infrastructure  

water and power trenches dug
under archaeological supervi-
sion, hook-ups provided  

ER  

1994 D3/4  Terrace wall M in
Schliemann ditch
north  

I, II  threatened collapse  battered retaining wall built  MY  

1999 D-F 3/4  Megarons IIB
and IIH up to W
wall of IIR  

II  eroded and illegible  top treatment  SD  

2000 D-F 3/4  Megarons IIB
and IIH up to W
wall of IIR  

II  eroded and illegible  top treatment  SD  

Tab. 4
Continuation.
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1997 IK 3/4  postern gate Vig  VI  erosion of side walls  side walls consolidated to display
and secure the cut stone doorway

SD  

1997 D-F 4/5  Megaron IIA  II  lack of legibility  door crosswall built up with
fake  mudbricks, space of fore-
court indicated with uniform
gravel surface  

ER  

1994 K4/5  Citadel Wall VI  VI  section entirely re-
moved by Schliemann  

infill wall built, face not flush
with VI face, but inset  

FH  

1992 PQ 4/5  created site  Bau-
hof   

na facility to expedite site
conservation lacking  

built, including lime pit and
equipment storage  

FH  

1998 BC 5/6  Gate II FL  II  collapsed stones and
illegibility  

consolidated with small stones
and top treatment  

SD  

1997 EF 5/6  Propylon IIC  II  erosion and illegibi-
lity  

top treatment, infill for missing
ante block  

ER  

1987 F5/6  Tower Ir  I  erosion  rebuilt and consolidated  MY  

1995 K5/6  Citadel Wall VI  VI  erosion/spalling of
individual blocks  

infilled  MY?, SD  

1995 CD 5/6  Gate II FM  II  illegibility  scientific restoration of  founda-
tions,  window  to older II wall
below  

ER  

1998 EF 5/6  Propylon IIC en-
closure walls  

II  illegibility  top treatment  ER  

1998 EF 5/6  top of tower Ir
and wall to east  

I  illegibility  top treatment  ER  

1996 K5/6  Gate VI S  VI  doorway not legible,
old restoration not ac-
curate  

old restoration removed and re-
placed with more scientific work  

SD  

1993 K5/6  Gate VI S door-
way  

VI  no longer visible  attempt at reconstruction  FH  

2004 IK 5/6  new wooden
tourist steps/path  

na older stone steps were
maintainance/ hazard
problem  

new steps/path  MF  

1996 A6/7  House 791  VIIb1  erosion and incom-
plete excavation  

cleaning, excavating, documen-
tation and consolidation  

SD  

1992 C6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II  erosion from tourists  infill with  Composite Type II
stones, eastern  tower  restored  

FH  

2001 A6/7  Megaron VIA  VI  illegibility  top treatment for legibility  

1997 C-E 6/7  Series of citadel
walls, II-III  

II,III  old restoration loo-
ked jarring, more of
wall in D7 exposed  

removed old restoration at  bas-
tion db, improved legibility of
wall between IIFM and II db,
consolidation of section of late II
wall in D7  

SD  

2000 z6/7  Temple A and
North Building  

VIII walls undermined  filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1993 BC 6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II water collecting at
bottom, eroded tou-
rist path  

drainage added and wood steps
to get tourist path away from
hillside in B6  

FH  

1996 BC6/7  Ramp at Gate
IIFM  

II masonry wall suppor-
ting the new tourist
path confusing situa-
tion  

covered with a cantilevered plat-
form for pausing, viewing the
Ramp  

ER, CJ  

Tab. 4
Continuation.
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1992 D6/7  Tourist Bridge  na tourists walking over
Ramp IIFM  

path diverted with bridge  FH  

1992 IK 6/7  Citadel Wall VI  VI individual blocks with
spalled faces (salt air
problem?)  

infilled with  Composite Type VI
stones  

FH  

1995 K6/7  drainage of East
Gate/tourist path  

VI spring flooding with
no outlet for water  

subsurface drainage to dry well
created in a Blegen sondage  

ER  

1997 A-C 6-8  Citadel wall VI  VI  eroded and illegible  top treatment with  Composite
Type VI  stones  

SD  

1998 B-D 7/8  House VIM- SE
corner  

VI  erosion and spalling  infill with  Composite Type VI
stones  

SD  

1999 B-D 7/8  House VIM- SW
wall  

VI  erosion and spalling  infill with  Composite Type VI
stones  

SD  

2001 zA 7/8  houses of VIIa  VII  susceptible to ero-
sion/collapse  

consolidation  

2000 AB 7/8  Citadel wall VI  VI  legibility from tourist
path  

top treatment and new wooden
path for visitors  

2002 yz7/8  courtyard  house,
street to Gate VI
U  

VII  presentation still too
unimpressive  

added a few more courses of ma-
sonry  

2001 yz7-9  tourist path in
SW extramural
area  

na tourist not able to see
VII houses  

path extended  

1995 G8/9  Houses 701 and
703  

VI, VII  collapsed sections  house walls defining VI/VII
street repaired  

AD  

1999 A8/9  Lower Sanctuary
of VIII  

VIII altars and temenos
undermined  

filled with excavated (ie sifted)
soil  

1993 EF 9/10  Odeion cavea  IX  eroded and collap-
sing, illegible  

sub-seats and analemma  conso-
lidated, mistaken restorations re-
moved, made usable for con-
certs, etc.  

FH  

Tab. 4
Continuation.
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App. 5 
Lapidarium plans.

App. 6 
Lapidarium plan 1.
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App. 6 
Lapidarium 

plan 2 and 3.
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App. 6 
Lapidarium 
plan 4.

App. 7a
Troy I wall in Areal D4
(Dörpfeld photo 281).
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App. 7b
Troy IIa fortifications,
Bastion db (Dörpfeld

photo 210).

App. 7c
Multi-phase Troy II
fortification walls 

including gates and
towers FH, FK, FL 
and FM (Dörpfeld

photo 203).
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App. 7d
Multi-phase Troy II
fortification walls 
including gates and
towers FH, FK, 
FL and FM 
(Dörpfeld photo 245).

App. 7e
Multi-phase Troy II
fortification walls 
including gates and
towers FH, FK, FL 
(Dörpfeld photo 322).
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App. 7f
Troy II fortification

walls with ramp 
and gate FM

(Dörpfeld photo 201).

App. 7g
Troy II fortification

walls with ramp 
and gate FM

(Dörpfeld photo 202).
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App. 7h
Troy II fortification
walls with ramp 
and gate FM
(Dörpfeld photo 319).

App. 7i
Troy II fortification
walls with ramp 
and gate FM
(Dörpfeld photo 496).
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App. 7j
Troy VI postern gate

VIg, at the Northeast
Bastion

(Dörpfeld photo 482).

App. 7k u. l
Troy VI Northeast 

Bastion with 
Troy VIII stairs

(Dörpfeld photo 161
u. 162).
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App. 7m
Troy VI Northeast 
Bastion with 
Troy VIII stairs
(Dörpfeld photo 163).
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App. 7n
Troy VI Northeast 

Bastion with 
Troy VIII stairs

(Dörpfeld photo 164).
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App. 7o
Troy VI Northeast 
Bastion with 
Troy VIII stairs
(Dörpfeld photo 282).

App. 7p
Troy VI fortifications,
East Gate
(Dörpfeld photo 511).
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App. 6
Practical guidelines for
site conservation work
at Troia: a handbook.
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